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Lloyd’s wishes managing agents to conduct insurance business at Lloyd’s in full compliance
with European and UK competition law.
The European Commission published its final report on its inquiry into the business
insurance sector on 25 September 2007. The report highlighted some questions regarding
premium alignment between lead insurers and followers in the co-insurance market. Lloyd’s
has carefully considered this issue and has met with the Commission on a number of
occasions to discuss that issue.
Lloyd’s considers that co-insurance arrangements at Lloyd’s currently operate in a highly
competitive and efficient manner delivering real benefit to policyholders. However, the
arrangements have developed over time and will continue to evolve to meet policyholder
demand.
Following the publication of the final report, the European Federation of Insurance
Intermediaries (BIPAR) has developed High Level Principles which are intended to be used
by brokers as a general guide in relation to placement of risk with multiple insurers. These
principles are attached in Appendix 1 to this bulletin. As part of the ongoing development of
co-insurance arrangements, and in conjunction with the BIPAR High Level principles,
Lloyd’s wishes to remind managing agents and their underwriters of their obligation to
comply with competition law and, in particular, that –
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a.

brokers must seek to place business as they see fit having regard to the interests of
their client. That may involve brokers inviting following underwriters to subscribe to a
risk on identical contractual terms and conditions as the lead underwriter other than
premium.
Where underwriters receive such an invitation, they should give careful, independent
consideration to it. Following such independent consideration, the underwriter may
decide to quote or subscribe to the risk at a different premium from the lead
underwriter or, as with any risk, decline to quote or subscribe to it.

b.

in any co-insurance placement, underwriters may, but are not obliged to, follow the
premium charged by the lead underwriter;

c.

underwriters should not use ‘best terms and conditions clauses” or engage in market
practice which has the same effect unless they have first obtained legal advice that
the use of such a clause or practice would be lawful and contract certain in the
circumstances of a particular case. The Commission’s definition of such clauses is
as follows –
“any stipulation, whether written or oral, introduced at any stage of the negotiation of
a reinsurance contract, by means of which a (re)insurer A obtains, seeks to obtain or
acquires the right, under certain circumstances, to obtain an alignment of its
proposed or agreed terms and conditions, in particular the premium, to the terms
and conditions ultimately obtained by any other (re)insurer B participating in
(re)insuring the same (re)insured as A, in the event that the latter terms are more
favourable to the (re)insurer, than the terms and conditions which A offered or
subsequently agreed.”

If you have any questions on the content of this bulletin, please contact Peter Spires
Head of Legal (Tel: 0207 327 6170; Email: peter.spires@lloyds.com).
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